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UKunitarianTV has had another good GA (the annual
UK Unitarian conference) with a lot of interest in
our stall (see below) and a very well attended
session - this was the first year we had chosen to
hold one of these, and it worked very well. James
Barry spent the 40 minutes explaining what the
project had achieved in the past 12 months. It
was filmed and can be seen at www.ukunitarian.
tv?aboutus . The image below was taken when all
the members of the UKunitarianTV crew who were
attending GA were being introduced. From Left
to right those standing are, James Barry, Louise
Rogers, Peter Zone, Rev Danny Crosby and Janet
Ford. Kevin Lowe was also in the room but out of
shot. Images by Emma Lowe.

Can you help? - a funding appeal - see www.ukunitarian.tv?aboutus
During the session at the GA, it was announced that since we have been filming, none of the
crews have ever claimed any petrol money for the vast distance they have travelled to create
our films.
One of the biggest problems is that with only one high quality camera in each crew, we really
need at least two crews at a filming location. The answer is to purchase some new highdefinition remotely controlled cameras. These would mean an event can be filmed by just one
crew. We need a budget of £1000 for each one, but with only two or three of these, the quality
and number of films we can produce can increase without the need for the crews to criss-cross
the country. Any amount to our appeal will be greatly appreciated. Cheques made out to
UKunitarianTV can be sent to our Treasurer: Mr Alan Eastwood, 7 Arundel Close, Knutsford,
Cheshire, WA16 9BZ - thank you.

The image here shows the UKunitarianTV stall at the GA. As
well as newsletters and other literature, we had two screens
running films for the whole conference. One showed a series
of our short films and the second monitor showing the film of
a recent service at Kendal. Kevin, Bronwyn, John and Joan
need to be congratulated on this film as it is the first time we
haven’t had any techincal problems recording a service. The
film can been seen at www.ukunitarian.tv?kendal-service.

www.ukunitarian.tv support@ukunitarians.org.uk

New Films from UKunitarianTV
Festival of Unitarians in the South East (FUSE)

The FUSE Weekend
www.ukunitarian.tv?fuse14

Rev Andy Pakula on Atheism
www.ukunitarian.tv?atheism

Sermon from Rev Bill Darlison
www.ukunitarian.tv?fuse-sermon

The New Age by Rev Bill Darlison
www.ukunitarian.tv?newage

Opening Words - Rev David Usherwww.ukunitarian.tv?fuse14-open

The Road Ahead by SimpleGifts
www.ukunitarian.tv?roadahead

Interviews

Ralph Catts on Multiculturalism
www.ukunitarian.tv?multi

From the GA

Why go to Kendal Chapel
www.ukunitarian.tv?kendal

The UKunitarianTV Project
www.ukunitarian.tv?aboutus

Kendal
www.ukunitarian.tv?kendal-service

NUF AGM
www.ukunitarian.tv?nuf-agm14

Services

Rochdale
www.ukunitarian.tv?rochdale-service

NUF Meditations

The Guardians
www.ukunitarian.tv?guardian

Vision
www.ukunitarian.tv?vision

Feb 14
www.ukunitarian.tv?nuf-feb14

